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Sports lb
The ft1otball team began
spring workouts Tuesday
and will play its annual Blue
and Gold g:une April 2L

Lifestyles 6b
The theater department
presents 'Romeo and Juliet' Friday. Saturday and
Sunday.

March 31, 2006

Provost,
senator
top list

Family Fun

Regents meet,
discuss candidates
Emily Wuchner
Assistant News Editor
ewur/rnrr:JJtlrencws.urg
After receiving a list of more than 70
names, the Bnard of Regents began
reviewing resumes Thursday for Murray
State's m•xt president.
Of the 70 applicants, Korn/Ferry Inc.,
the presidential search firm, narrowed
the list tll the 24 candidates .it thought
were best for the job. Don Sparks, Board
of Regents chaim1an, said the 11 board
members are not restricted to the names
on the list and may add candidates.
Terry Strieter, faculty regent, said the
names llll the list were meant to be confidl·ntial. but the names of two local candidates were released earlier this week.
According to The l';•ducah Sun, Sen. Ken
Wintt)rs. R-Murrny, and Tim Todd, a~sis
tant provost, will he considered for the
position.
"The names arc contldentinl because
there arc people on the lh;t that arc presidents nnd provosts from other universities," Stril!ter sail.! . "When we get down to
three or lour names. th~n we will
announce them."
The l'luard intends to narrow the list to
about 10 candidates. Stricter said Unlversity officials nlan to interview the candidates possibly in Nashville because of the
proximity to the University and the ncarby airport. Stricter said the board plans
to narrow the field to three or four candidates after the interviews.
L>oo Sparks said when searching for
candidates, the Board of Regents will
look at expcrknce and communication
skill~. hut fundraising may play into
determining the new president.
"lt'.s n difficult thing and it is a very
important tkdsion fur the University,"
Sparks said.
At pn~ss time, the Board of Regents had
rcvh:wcd about half of the candidates'
applications.
Spar!\.<; said the regents planned to have
about 10 candiJatcs and two alternates by
this morning.
"We haven't ranked anybody right
now," Sparks said. "We're just going
through and talking about the candidates.
I'm sure the members are ranking them
in their own Ct)dc."
The candidates come from many areas
across the nation and most have a backb'Tound in education.
Sparks said the top candidates after the
interviewing prucess may visit the campus during the tirst week in May.
lie said the board hopes to decide on a
president by the end of the semester. The
new presilhmt could start by July 1.

An acrobat performs at the circus Tuesday in the Regional Special Events Center. See Page lOb for more pictures.

Cronin leaves MSU for alma mater
Sports Editor

an overtime loss nt Cincinnati, but

lc1m Bob Huggins wns forced out in
2005 and interim coach Andy

m·linkctlhcardtf!}tlumt>ws.org

little did Murray State know its
coach would go back without it after
the season.
Cronin's contract was up after this
season. and Athletics Dircctur Allen
Ward was in discussions with him
for an extension. Enter the Bearcats
with an offer for their alumnus to
return home.
Several media sources reported
Cronin's contract at $800,000 n year
for six yean; with ince.ntivcs.
Ward said he did what he could to
keep Cronin but knew it would be a
tough task.
"Mick was great fM not only tmr
basketball program, but our cntln·
University," Ward said. "I'm looking
for those samt' qualities in our next
coach, and Mick has left the program
in great shape fur our next coach."
As far ~L<; the next R:u:cr conch is
concerned, Ward will not n:1mc anyone during the search unless he fcl•b
it necessary to release tlw finalists.
Ward left Thursd:ty for the Final
Four in Indianapolis where he will
meet with possible candidates.
For the Bearcats, it's their third
coach in three seasons after school

Ken nedy was not made head coach
following this season.
Clncinn:ui student Nathan Kohrs
suid he ultim:.uely approves of the
Bearcats' new coach.
"OvcralJ, I was mad they didn't
hire Kennedy because I thought he
deserved the job," Kohrs said. "However, if there was one person I'd
want other than Kennedy, it would
be Mick Cronin.
"He's been a big part of the pro·
gram in the past and with Cincinnati
roots. I think that's the best fit fur the
team right now."
Huggins tuuk Cincinnati to 14
straight NCAA appearances and one
Fin.ll Four during his tenure. Many
of those trips to the Big Dance
included Cronin or Kennedy !;itting
next to him as assistants.
All thn•c received head coaching
posit ion~ <tt new schools on the same
day, ,as Huggins will take over at
Kansas State antl Kennedy will
coach at Ole Miss. Cronin was also a
finalist for the Mississippi spnt.
The new Murray State head coach
will be the fifth in n span of l2 seasuns.

Nathan Clinke nbeard

Murray State hns always been considered a stepping stone for men·~
basketball coaches trying to reach
the next level. Just ask former Head
Coach Mick Cronin.
After only three seasons with the
Racers, Cronin became a hot enough
commodity for his alma mater, the
University of Cincinnati, for it to
name him UC's new coach Friday.
Cronin grew up in the Queen City,
and attt•ndcd l.a Salle High School
where he was an ull·city guard
before college.
"I'm here tn win," Cronin said in
his incroductllty press conference
Friday. "I'm here because T believe
we can win the national championship."
Murray State wa!-i 69·24 during
Cronin's stay, anJ tlw Racers won
two Ohio V;~llcy Conference tournament titles, one regular $Cason title
anJ made two NCAA appearances.
'l11is season, the Racers went 24-8
and lost to North Carolina March 17
in the NCAA Tournament's first
round 69·65.
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Conference
committee
considers
MSU projects
Christopher Hodes
Staff Writer
chodes(a thencws.org

lt!P photo

Forme r Head Coach Mick
Cronin argues a call with a ref
in the OVC title game March 4.
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State legislators expect a Murray
State-friendly budget bill to pass out nf
conference committee tudar or e~rly
next week.
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said the
conference committee plans to restore
the amount of base funding the University received in the Hnu~e·s budg<'t, whkh
was unanimously pnsscd M arch 7.
"The conftmmcc committee augmented. very appropriately, thl' base fundin~
<for Murray Statl'), espcdally in the second year of the biennium," Winters said.
The
House's version
included
$624,900 for 200(J-Q7 and about $27 mil·

see LEGISLATIVE I 3
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•Police Beat
Thursday, March 23

residence director advised some
resident assistants returned early
to the residential colleges. The
officers were advised.

12:06 p .m. A caller reported an
abandoned bicycle found at the
Curris Center. It was not on the
Murray State stolen bike list. The
officer placed it on the bike rack at
Public Safety.
1:08 p .m. A caller reported a fire
alarm activation in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts center. Central Plant was
notified. Public Safety never
received the alarm and ruled it a
malfunction. The Murray Police
Department and the State Fire
Marshall were notified. A report
was taken.
3:56 p .m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium reported a juve·
nil!! subject throwing rocks and
tampering with the gate. The offi·
cer spoke with the juvenile and a
warning was given.
9:06 p.m. A caller asked to talk
with an officer concerning the
welfare of a Murray State student.
The caller spoke with the officer,
and the student was located. An
information report was taken.

Sunday, March 26
2:54p.m. A caller from Alexander
Hall reported a vehicle lockout
and requested assistance. the officers were unable to open the vehicle.
3:58 p.m. A caller from the Carr
Health Center requested an officer
secure the west door in the pool
area. The officer secured the door.
9:05 p .m . A caller from the College Circle said a vehicle was
blocking the caller in a space in
front of Clark College. A parking
citation was issued and the vehicle was moved by the owner.

Monday, March 27

Friday, March 24
Kelsey Jones/The NPws

A recreat ion class spends t ime outside the Carr Health Building
Wednesday afternoon t o enjoy t he nice spring day outdoors.

Blood bank exp eriencing
shortage of blood types

Psychologist gives lecture
on developing mental skills

The Blood Bank at Murruy-Calloway
County Hospital needs all blood.
Donors must be at least 18. in good health.
weigh at least 110 pounds and pass a brief
physical exam before donating.
The Blood Bank is open Monday through
Thursday from 7 a.m. to 5:30p.m. and Friday
from 7 a.m. to 3:.~0 p.m.
For more information, conta1.:t Mt•lony
Bray at 762-1382.

The College of llc:.Jlth Sciences and
Human Services will present sport and
exercise psychologist Boll Weinberg Mon·
day. Weinberg will give a presentation
titled "The Psychol01.,oy of Human Performance: Developing Mental Skills" at 4:30
p.m. in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
For more information, contact Matt Wiggins at 762-6285.

Students must request aid
in financial aid office soon

Telephone exchange may
cause problems for callers
Any callers experiencing problems with
the new H09 extension should contact the
Telecommunications Office at 809-3200.

Students planing to attend Murray State
during the 2006-07 school rear must turn
In financial aid applications by the Mon·
day priority deadline of.
S t 1 k fi
d 1b
Students requesting aid must also fill
e C OC S orwar
OUr
out the Free Application for Federal Stu- • .for daylight-saving time
dent Aid or the Renewal Free application.
Daylight-saving time begins Sunday.
These can be accessed on the Web site at Clocks should be set forward one hour as
www.fafsa.gov.
daylight-saving time begins at 2 a.m.
Applications arc available online or in
the basement of Sparks Hall.
Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor, rom·
For more information, contact Ava piles Campus Briefly. If you would like to
Watkins
at
809·3271
or
e-mail submit information for Campw; Rriej1y,
sfa.office@murraystate.edu.
phone 762-4480.

3:06 p.m. The fire trouble alarm
was activated in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts building. It was restored
immediately and Central Plant
was notified.
7:06p.m. A caller requested entry
to the Curris Center to pick up
their daughter from a birthday
party. Officer s could not gain
access. A Curris Center worker
was notified for access.
7:15 p .m. A caller from Carr
Health reported that people were
in the north boym of the building
playing softball. The occupants
were workers in the building. The
coordinator stated that anyone
who works there has access.

Saturday, March 2S
3:14 a.m. A caller reported the
burglary alarm going off in the
Murray State Credit Union. Some·
one slipped an envelope in the
night deposit box and may have
set off the motion alarm. A Cal·
loway County Deputy went to the
key holders residence and no one
was at home. A report was taken.
7:37 a.m. A caller reported a fire
hydrant with water running out of
it at the Regional Special Events
Centt.•r lot C. Central Plant was
notified.
6:36 p.m. The Richmond College

1:12 a.m. A caller reported two
males in a white Nissan were
drinking in their vehicle at the
West Farm. The caller stated the
subject left the West Farm and
headed toward Five Points. The
officer advised the subjects were
gone upon officer arrival.
3:05 An officer at Springer
requested to make contact with an
individual and inform her that she
had left the interior light on in her
vehicle. The officer made telephone contact and the individual
was informed.
6:26 p .m. A caller from Wilson
Hall reported a water leak in the
first floor men's bathroom. Central
Plant was advised.
6:59 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety was locked out of a vehicle,
located in the Nash House Lot. The
officer was unable to open the
vehicle. The driver called AAA.
7:09p.m. A caller reported a toilet
overflowing in the first floor men's
bathroom at Wilson Hall. Central
Plant was advised.
9:21 p.m. A caller reported no hot
water in Springer College. Central
Plant was advised.

officer arrival, the subject was
leaving the building. The subject
had been walking with his parent
in the building.
7:24 p.m. The White College residence director reported a male
subject in the college trying to sell
magazines to residents. The subject was gone upon officer arrival.
8 :08p.m. A Franklin College resi·
dent advisor reported a male subject on the female floor in the col·
lege selling magazines to residents. Joseph R. Shappell of Saint
Clair, PA., was arrested for first
degree criminal trespassing.
10:49 p.m. A caller from the sixth
floor north balcony of Hart College reported someone on a lower
floor balcony throwing glass bot·
ties and a TV on the sidewalk.
There were bottles in the drive
north side. Central Plant was noti·
fie d.

Wednesday, March 29
8:10 a.m. A caller found property
on the state of Lovett Auditorium.
The subject turned it into the Pub·
lie Safety lost and found. The
owner was contacted.
1&.29 a.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported a dog was locked
inside of a vehicle. The vehicle had
the windows down and the dog
appeared normal. The Curris Center requested to contact the owner.
5:16p.m. A caller reported a house
owned by Murray State and located on 16th Street at Five Point, had
water in the basement. Central
Plant was advised.

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts • 3
Arrests - 1

Tuesday, March 28
12:10 a.m. A caller from Franklin
Hall reported a fire trouble alarm
activation. Central Plant was noti·
fled. Central Plant reported the
system would be in trouble until
the electrician arrived.
11:57 a .m . A caller from Racer
Arena reported a suspicious male
subject inside the building. Upon

Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor, compiles Police Beat with
materials Public Safety provides.
All dispatched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.

THE MSU SPEECH AND DEBATE UNION
Presents The Annual

PROVOST PREMIERE
THE TOP FOUR RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE DEBATE SOCIETIES WILL
FIGHT FOR FIRST PLACE AND THE $1,000 PRIZE

Hart College Debate Society (Government)
\1.

White College Debate Society (Opposition)
This House Believes That The Bush White House Is Too Secretive
Springer-Franklin College Debate Society (Government)
\1.

Regents College Debate Society (Opposition)
This House Believes That Higher Education Is Not Adapting and Responding Well

With Guest Judges:
Honorable Rick A. Johnson, Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge in District One-Division One
Mrs.. Tlna White, Director of Admissions and Enrollment Mgmt. at West KY Tech-Paducah
Mrs. 1\udy Mcfatal~e, Exeruive Din:d:lr a GleOOale ~ am CaTm.ricatioo Q:nsUtant
Mr. Plene DuVentre, Public School Educator and Athletic Trainer in Jackson, TN

April 6, 2006
7:00pm
Wrather Museum Auditorium

The Speech and Debate Union Supports the American Democracy Project
ADMISSION IS FREE AND REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

The Murray State News
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Budget bill proposes new complex, more funding
Business plan
also receives support
From Pagel
lion for 2007-08. Tht• Senate's budget,
which passed March 21, included
$624,600 for the first year and
$989,100 for the second year of the
biennium.
Winters said legislators also expect
the conference committee to allocate
$15 million to Murray State for the
· construction of Phase lii of the science complex.
"They have sustained Phase lJI of
the science complex and even authorized some agency bonds that might
not have been discussed earlier,"
Winters said.
Rep. Fred Nesler, vice chairman of
the House Appropriations and Revenue committee, said the conference
committee is working hard to produce a budget that is good for the
state and the University.
"I am real optimistic that whenever
it all gets finished, that pl'Ople around
the commonwealth will be happy

with (the budget)," said Nesler, 0Mayfield. "I think Murray is going to
do quite well by the time the session
is over."
Rep. Melvin Henley, R-Murray,
said he was unsure of when the con·
ference committee will send a final·
ized budget to .the House and Senate
for a vote before sending the bill to
Gov. Ernie Fletcher for his signature.
"We're playing a waiting game."
Henley said. "I understand it's a pret·
ty tough negotiation."
Tom Denton. vice president of
Finance and Administrative Services,
said he was pleased with the $2 million the conference committee
included to further the Univer~ity's
business plan, which was included in
the House's version but not the Senate's.
"We are pleased with year two, but
year one is more difficult," Denton
said.
He also said the fuU funding of the
final phase of the science complex,

" I am really optimistic that whenever it
all gets finished, that people around the
commonwealth will be happy with (the
budget). I think Murray is going to do
quite well by the time the session is
over."
Rep. Fred Nesler
D-Mayfield

which was included in both the House
and the Senate version, would be
included in the conference committee's budget recommendations.
"We are very pleased to be able to
get the third phase of our science
complex," Denton said. ult's something we've been working on for a
number of years."
Sandra Woodley, vice president of
finance for the Council on Postsec·
ondary Education, said the CPE recommended the University receive $15
million for Phase II1 of the science
complex. She said the complex was a
top priority.
"We arc happy to see that project
recommendation was put back in,"
Woodley said.

Officials do not expect the Breathitt
Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville to
be included in the conference committee's version. The center was not
included in the governor's budget recommendation or either chamber's
bills.
When Gov. Fletcher delivered his
budget proposal to the General
Assembly on Jan. 17, Murray State
officials were disappointed with his
recommendations.
After Fletcher's presentation. Interim University President Kern Alexander heavily criticized the governor for
ignoring Murray Statl' projects.
Alexander said in a previous interview that additional funding was necessary to pay basic operating costs.

MSU Approprlatloas
Govet'DOI"s Baclpt Pnlpou1
• $606.500 for 2006-07
• $316,400 for 2007..()8

• $922, 900 for total blennium
• SO for science complex
BoaWs Baclpt.BIO
• $6~900 for 2006-o7
• $2,699,200 tor 2007-08
• $3.$24JOO for total biennium
• $15 million
for science complex
SeDate's Badpt BDI
• $624,600 for 2006-07
• $989JOO for 2007..()8
• $1,613.700 for total biennium
• SIS .million
for science complex

COafereace Committee's'
Baclpt Jleeommeadatloa
• $624,900 (or 2006..()7
• $2.699,200 (or 2007..()8
• $3,324,100 for total biennium
• $15 million
for science complex
campuswide e-mail
from Kern Alexander

Murray State University
Department of Theatre and Dance
Presents

Dunnagan/guest

Students do homew ork in Waterfield Library. The
terminals were added during earlier renovations.

Library renovations
feature entry way,
.
:shelving alterations
;Emily Wucbner
'Assistant News Editor
ewut·hrll.'r(@thcttl'Ws.urg

With many details still being
determined. students could
see new features, such as a
' new entry way and '' new
I shelving system, in the Water: field Library when they return
in the fall.
foanie Halbach, senior from
Louisvilll\ said she visits the
library about three times a
week to study and agreed
1changes would enhance the
• study areas and the appear! ance of the basement.
" I think the bottom floor is
1 very outdated," Halbach said,
, "I think what they've done to
the top floor so far is beautiful.
,Jf they do that to the basement, it will improve the study
area."
I After this Sl'mcster ends,
I I.aurenc Zaporozhctz, dean of
t libraries, said changes will
include work on the front of
the library and the book stor:.ing system in the basement.
1
"We're going to unclose the
breezeway so that we will
havt: more seating for stul dents," Zaporozhctz said. "We
are also installing compact
,shelving in the basement."
' After renovations are com1plctc, students may access
books by pulling out the stack,
:creating an aisle which allows
!'students to casil)' access
books. With the new shelves,
I the library may double the
' capacity of books.
: Zaporozhctz said a profes·
'sional moving company will

I

l

I

lI
l

I:

move the books in classification order. The University has
not yet determined a storage
facility for the books.
"This is a major, major
sequential
renovation,"
Zaporozhetz said.
The University is also planning a daily delivery system
for students who need books
in storage. Only library staff
members may go to the temporary storage facility.
Phase one of the renovation
was the addition of computers
to the first floor of the facility.
Money for the renovation
comes from private funds
made up of donations from
faculty, staff and community
members. Zaporozhetz said
after receiving the money,
University officials decide
what renovations may be done
with the money acquired. The
number of phases bas not been
determined yet.
Jennifer Gilkey, senior from
Nortonsville, said movable
shelves may make storing
books more convenient.
"It might be easier to find
stuff and store more books
that way," Gilkey said.
Joanie Balbach said some
features, such as comfortable
chairs, may make the library
more student friendly.
"Some of the parts are kind
of dark, so improving the lighting wiJI make it brighter," Balbach said.
In December, the University
plans on blocking the front of
the building for demolition.
which includes installing a

Tonight and Saturday at 7 p.m.
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

~upola.

Anxm4 • J~ · '11¥-k

Robert E. Johnson Theatre

~ Nutrena· Fm:l

Hodt·o Equipment • Home &. )IDcl
[A,ur • Tn'{'b&Shrull'l

WW\\

.•I<Jlt·lirll'r.ml'harullu•mc.n•m

For reservations, call 809-4421

FREE WITH

Y STATE ID!
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OPINION

OpinJon Editor: R<K'kdle Gray
Phone: 809-'i468

Final months reserved for new experiences
Students spend
last months
making
•
memones
How do you and your
friends have fun?

"Go to the movies
and outdoor
things."
JoneUa Ross
senior Henderson

"Watch •Lord of
the Rings'
movies."
Mackenzie Miller
s11nlor, Benton

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News. The editorial
board is c_o mposed of all section editors.
Some students spend aU
semester studying and stressing about their next test.
Some seniors get into that
routine for four years and fail
to take time to have fun.
Then, upon their graduation, they realize the only
memories they have is studying for a political science test
or working on world civilization group project.
Some students have never
be~n to Murray hangouts like
the Keg, the Apple or Nick's.
With only six more weeks
until graduation and the end
of the semester, it is time for
students to let loose.
Students should be packing
now for their fun-filled weekends.
Trips to larger cities such
as Nashville and Louisville
and weekly trips to local bars
arc serving as flln get-togcthers.

"Play Halo

u:•

Rebecca Mann
junior, Etizabetlltown

Students should not let
their grades slip, but having a
little fun can help students
release the tension that is
built up by continuous study.
Education is very useful
and. in fact. students would

not attend Murray State if it
were a waste of time.
However, it would be sad to
look back upon your time at
Murray State and realize you
didn't take time to create any
lasting memories.
The truth is, unless a student wishes to get into gradu- 0
ate school or medical or law
school, your GPA will not
matter very much.
Once the diploma is in
hand, you are a college graduate. That is what employers
want to know.
This does not mean that
students should only try to
pass their classes and not try p;~~~":::!"'~~~:-----"""!.._.......:l~
to achieve better grades.
,~~~~~e.:~
Spending time with class-~
mates and friends is very
important to being successful
in the future.
Communication and social
skills are essential for a good
work environment.
However, a student should
spend some of that time during college getting to know
new people and experiencing
college activities beside
studying.
People are supposed to live
their lives to the fulJest.
Being summa cum laude is
a great accomplishment, but
not if studying is your only
memory.

So seniors, take these next~~~~~~
· ~~L~~~!::~~~
few weeks to spend time with
friends before entering the
--~-~
real world.
To all other college students, do not w~t to create~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
college experiences.
These are the moments
you will cherish later.

Abortion point of view
leaves out males' rights
"Hang out and
· watch movies:·
Carrie EIUot
freshman, Fancy Fenn

Kelsey Jones {fhe News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175

www.thenews.org
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief/Interim News Editor •
809-6877

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor • 809-4468

Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor • 809-4468

Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor • 809-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 809·4481

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 809-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809-2998

The Murray State News strives to be the
University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information tn a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum . Student editors have authonty to
make all content decisions Without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on leam1ng environment for students
interested in journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, 1ts editors should
develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
ed1ted by students. The f1rst copy of Tho Murray State News is free. Addit1onal copies are
available for 25 cents at 111 W1lson Hall.
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In Rockelle Gray's column on abor·
tion in the March 10 issue of The
Murray State NeY.r she states "No
one knows what is like to walk
thought the valley of the shadow of
death better than a woman who has
elected to have an abortion."
I beg to differ. There is one person
that can know what that is like
besides a woman who's chosen to
have an abortion.
That person would be the man
who's impregnated a woman who
then chooses to have an abortion.
I have a major problem with a column never once mentioning the guy's
choice.
It's like a pro-life poster I saw once
depicting a mother and child that said
"Love Them Both." Both?
Who taught them math? Ok, here's
all the different sides to the abortion
debate: the woman's, the fetus', and
the father whose sperm created that
fetus.
That adds up to three, or at least it
does where I learned math, and three
does not result in a ~both."
Reproductive freedom is a wonderful thing, as is any freedom. But for
quite a few decent. caring guys who
want to be fathers, their reproductive
freedom has h<.•en compromised by a
woman's right to choose.
When a guy who wants to have
kids gets a woman pregnant who
wants an abortion, guess which party
has no reproductive freedoms at all?
So. to answer Gray's question of
"Can you sec all points of view now?"
considering that she never mentioned the fathers-to-be in her article,
then no, she didn't.
I do not mean to sound like a knowit·all who has all the answers. I have
no clue whether abortion is right or
wrong.
However, I do know that it is a
men's issue as well, and they arc frequently forgotten-about groups of
men who have spent lifetimes wishing that pro-choice didn't mean that
they lost theirs.
And I also know that unless someone has actually been in a position of
either having to decide if they want
an abortion or having their partner
tell them that they were considering
abortion, then shooting off your
mouth about what you'd do or saying
either side is definitely right or
wrong is just wasting the time of your
audience because until you've been
to that dark place, you don't have a

r

clue what you'll think. do and feel.
That's a Life lesson that I've learned
at this school that I would sell my
soul to havl' never learned.
AI Mason
Senior
Murray

Unborn child's opinion
left out of column view
In Gray's ~olumn titled "What if...
knew all points of views on
abortion," she hit on all sides with the
exception of one glaring omission.
She failed to give the opinion of the
child.
Picture the child four or five years
from this fateful decision. What
would the child say to you if he or she
could if they knew they were to be
aborted?
Would they look at you with tearfilled eyes and ask, ''Why?" Would
they tell you about all the happy
times you would have had together?
Would they put their arms around
you and forgive you? What about the
child that was not aborted, but barely
escaped the forceps of the doctor?
What if they knew at four or five
that you had made the decision to
give birth to them? Would they be
shocked to know how close to death
they were? Would they be thankful
that you made that decision?
Would they look at you with 11
smile t.hat only a child can give, and
say "I love you momma!" or perhaps
"Thank you for giving me a chance
with the mommy and daddy I have
now!"
This is the voice that is forgotten
:md quite possibly the most important of all.
~veryone

Michael Hopkins
Alumnus
Nashville, Tenn.

Library conversations
distract concentration
What is the deal with people talking in the library?
Every time I go into our wonderful
Waterfield establishment. l find a
remote corner of the basement to do
my work.
It never fails that at some point,
two people will find my general
vicinity to be a fantastic place to have
a nice little conversation.
1 haven't had a math class in years
but I've been through about live
tutoring sessions this semester. Pco-

ple quiz each other, talk about their
weekend plans, their dogs and their
life aspirations.
You would think that if any place
on campus would be quiet, the library
would.
Do we need to put up signs to help
people figure out that the library is
supposed to be a silent sanctuary for
study?
It would be kind of like putting up
signs around town that read "Please
do not trip old ladies." Some things
just shouldn't have to be explained,
you know?
As I write this little tirade on one of
our library's computers, there are
two people sitting about thirty feet
away that arc having a boisterous
conversation about the difference
between vertical and horizontal.
Why they arc talking so loud is
beyond me. Where were these people in first grade when we learned to
usc our inside voices?
All I'm really asking fM is a little
common respect for all that enter this
tower of knowledge.
Because it would be chaos if we all
had loud, passionate conversations, I
ask that none of us do.
If you must speak in the library.
please do so at a whisper. lf you need
to express yourself vocally, feel free
to step outside and scream to your
heart's content.
We should limit inner library
expression tO more silent forms,
interpretive dance, in fact, would be
just fine by me.
Thank you. Have a nice day, and
happy studies.

was nu exception.
I watched everyth ing from the initial rcspono;es of the budget a nd the
swift actions that were taken by various mcmbNs of the House to the current outcome and final response from
Murray State.
After readi ng the article, "House
budgl' t uses 'rainy day' funds," in the
March 10 issw of The Murray State
News, all I ha ve to sav is that I do not
believe our Murray· State officials
truly recognize anu under:;tanJ the
gn·at lengths and hard work it took
on the part of our two legislators,
Sen. Ken Winters and Re p. Meh'in
Henley. m get us our fund ing.
I can honestly s<Jy that these two
men. particularly Melvin llenlcy in
the House. went above and beyond
the call of duty to fight for our cam- •
pus.
lknlcy diJ what Ml many legisla·
tors refuse to do and that is to work
with both parties.
Henley spoke dailr with both
Ocmocrat and Republican legislators,
ahout our !\1urray State fund ing problems and as a result , Murray State is
now included generously in the Gen ·
cral Assembly's 2006 legisl:u iv--~ bud •
get.
These two men arc the very best
friends Murray State has and I hope
that uur Murray State o fficials will
rcm~mbcr and give cn •dit where
credit is due.
Jordan Smith
Sophomore
Senath. Mo.

Abe Brummett
Graduate student
Edwardsville, Ill.

Local legislators help
get more MSU funding
As a proud Murray State University student, l like so many others,
were deeply concerned over the lack
of funding Murray State received in
the initial version of the governor's
budget.
Thic; semester, I have been fortunate enough to have actually been in
Frankfort interning with the House of
Representatives thanks to Gina
Westchester and our Career Services
clan at Murray State.
I can honestly say that I have witnessed firsthand a great deal of what
goes on behind the sn·nes of our legislative process.
The issue of the governor's budget

Write to us
The Murm) State Nc\H wel-

comes commel\t~tric~ and letter;
to the editor I etters ~hould be
300 words or less and mu~"t be
signed.
Contribu\ors c;hould
inclUde addrcs~cs and phone numbers for verification. Please
include hometO\\'ll. d&s"i ficnhou ,
tltl~ or ,relntlonship lO the

Uni,el'-

sity.

Commenlnries shuuld be limited to 600 woi'ds. The Murray

SU\te News re<;erves the right t<l
edtt for style. length and contcnL
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University
policies
contradict
with
ROTC
WHAT
In My
Opinion

•••
Same-sex marriage
were legal?
On Tuesday. the movie "Brokeback
Mountain'' will be released on DVD and
VHS.
Many different opinions have been
formed about this movie. The surprising
thing is that most of its critics have not
even seen the movie.
"Gay cowboy movie"
is not an accurate generalization of the
movie.
In fact, as someone
who has seen the
movie twice in theaters, I think it is one
of the most beautiful
love stories I have
ever seen.
But because it is
between two males,
the plot line is
ignored.
I think a lot of people make assumptions
Rockelle about the homosexual
lifestyle.
Gray
Some people disagree with it because
of religious or moral reasons.
T will not introduce religious beliefs
about the homosexual lifestyle into this
discussion because I do not think it is relevant.
Same-sex marriage is an equal rights
issue, not a religious one, even though it is
usually blended.
We live in a country in which discrimination is not supposed to be tolerated and
everyone is suppose to be equal.
Yet, gay Americans are being discriminated against because of their sexual orientation.
Marriage is recognized as a legal union
between a man and a women in almost
every state in the United States.
This is discrimination in every sense.
It only recognizes marriage between
two IJlembers for the opposite sex.
If gay marriage is not about religion,
then why is the government not granting
permission for any two people to get mar• ricd?
The truth is the U.S. Constitution
describes the separation of church and
state, but that docs not mean the politicians we elect vote unbiasedly.
Do I think gay marriage will one day be
legalized?
Yes.
It is like abortion. You may not agree
with it, but eventually, it will be challenged and ruled unconstitutional.
This subject docs hit close to home
with me personally because I grew up
with two gay friends - one male and one
female.
1 remember bow hard it was for them to
come out to their friends and family and
how the community related to them
because of their sexual orientation.
I also remember the many conversations we had about the future weddings
we wanted to have.
Unfortunately, their day may not come.
Whether a person chooses or sexual
orientation is a genetic characteristic, it is
not fair to limit equal rights because of
public opinion.
lt isn't fair to ignore people because of
personal or moral reasons because, beliefs
aside, we are all humans. We arc entitled
to happiness.
Sadly. the stigma with homosexuality is
passed from generation to generation, and
many people form the same idea that
homosexuality is bad and only heterosexual couples should have the right to marriage. ,
There is not a way to change this perspective unless or until it becomes a
socially acceptable lifestyle.
Gay couples are not allowed to have
financial rights that arc granted to married couples.
I think gay people have a hard enough
lifestyle without adding governmental
restrictions.
Tolerance seems to be the recurring
theme in my columns. but it always needs
to be written.
Become more tolerant and accepting,
even when you don't believe the same
things as other people.
If gay marriage is legalized, then like all
other controversial decisions, it will eventually be accepted and gay marriage will
no longer be an public issue.
If gay marriage is not legalized, then I
will feel like a social injustice is being
done to nny American who believes in
equal rights.
Fight for your rights and the rights of
those who are in the minority. Each voice
could help to ensure total equality.

In My
Opinion

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.

Andrew
Wiggins
"lF, WE'RE NOT

GOING TO

KINDlY ASK THE
ROTC TO TAKE
ITS PROGRAM

DOWN THE
ROAD, WE
SHOULD AT

LEAST PUT Ul' A
FIGHT."

Progrant standards
discritninate against
\Vomen, homosexuals

A certain inconsistency was ·recently
brought to my attention concerning the
presence of the ROTC on campus.
After much thought. I have come to realize that this was no benign tension but
rather a blatant betrayal of some inalienable sensibilities.
Murray State officially has adopted a policy of tolerance and equality. One cannot
help but think, and rightfully so, this policy
is at odds with the presence of the ROTC.
The ROTC is a direct extension of the
U.S. military, an organization which
employs certain bigoted rules in relation to
gays and women.
For those who do not know the military
policy toward homosexuality, it is one of
"don't ask, don't tell." This means it is perfectly flne to be gay or straight in the military, but the soldiers should damn sure better not ask anyone if they are gay or tell
anyone that they are a homosexual.
In relation to women, there is some concern that there is less credence given to this
ideology in the war in Iraq. They are not
allowed to assume combat roles.
History, science. philosophy and most

individuals that have some virulent forms
of religion have announced loudly and
clearly, that for all intents and purposes,
men and women are perfect equals in every
important way.
We no longer concede that women are
irrational or emotionally weak, or do we?
Maybe I'm going to the wrong university
if I think that a woman, a rational human
being, can make the choice to put herself in
harms way if she sees fit.
Let us follow a logical train of thought
quickly here.
The U.S. military violates our sensibilities concerning tolerance and equality. The
ROTC is a division of the U.S. military and
Murray State has welcomed the ROTC
with opened arms.
Can we continue this syllogism with the
conclusion that Murray State violates our
sensibilities concerning tolerance and
equality and their own official policy? Certainly, this argument can be made and
made quite cogently.
.
But recently journalists have informed
me that the U.S. government has set a policy that can be summed up in the statement,
"no ROTC. no funding."
This allows our prestigious officials to
rely on their need to supply us with a cheap
education in order to sell any sense of equal
treatment we might value later.
However, this does not negate our
responsibility to fight for our campus to be

free of such bigotry or any discrimination.
Those who spend my tuition and represent myself, women and the gay community of Murray State should be taking a stand
to say •No. Hell no."
We will not compromise our ethics. We,
as a community, are owed the right to pursue what is proper and good in seeking
equality and tolerance on our campus.
If we're not going to kindly ask the
ROTC to take its program down the road,
we should at least put up a fight.
Murray State students have a responsibility to point out to our leaders the inconsistency in their ultimatum and how it
forces the administrators of this University
to adopt a policy of hypocrisy.
Or we could do the unthinkable; we
could adopt an official policy of inequality
and intolerance.
Doesn't Murray State want to be on the
forefront of the women's rights movement
and the next great civil rights push of
equality for the gay community?
This is our opportunity to make it more
difficult for malignant ideologies to continue in government policy on our campus. If
we act now, history may spare us its chiding and we can become leaders in the
march toward equality and tolerance.
Andrew Wiggins is a senior philosophy
major from Lacenter.
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Sept. 11 affects Murray State
Local world trade center helps global markets

Orcun
Altintas
"IN '11-IE
BUSINESS

WORLD, WORLD
TRADE CENTERS
ARE THE MEOlA-

TORS

m

THF.

ECONOMIC
51 IARr:."

I don't ,know if you have heard or not,
but there is a Kentucky World Trade Center branch on Murray State University's
campus.
Some of you might ask what it is or what
the purpose of it is.
Economics is the main purpose and the
main vein of countries. The more economically strong you arc, the more power you
have as a country.
We are constantly making economics
choices throughout our lives.
How we spend our day, how much we
study and what we experience· in life are
just a few of our daily questions. 1 was an
economics major, so this is how I see life.
Economics is not about money, in contradiction to what many of you think. It is
more about choices and how we see life.
We all try to maximize our benefits or
gains. which can be materialistic, emotional or mental, but we all try to get as much
as possible from life.
·
Life is based on economics and maximizing the gain based on our choices we
market.
So, what is the connection between life
and world trade center?
The Kentucky World Trade Center is
one actor in the world of business.
When we think globally and economically, all the firms make choices about who
to trade with. how to expand their business and how to maximize their gains.
There is a big pic out there. and everybody wants to get ~ bigger piece.

In the business world, world trade centers are the mediators of the economics
share.
They let the businesses meet with different cultures, different markets and different businesses so they can do more
business and grow bigger.
The KWTC mission is to bring global
perspective to local businesses. Most you
might be thinking that Kentucky or all
over the United States are big enough to
satisfy a business.
I can prove you wrong.
Those might be some of the biggest markets in the world, but there is still so much
out there.
As an international student, I thought
that knowing one culture was enough.
But I came to realize that the world is
big enough to learn something new everyday.
Some of you might not understand what
I am talking about because of the differences in our perspectives, but I know
there are people out there for whom one
place is not enough to satisfy them.
They want to see more of the world,
understand it.
World trade centers serve the business
communities. Each one shares this perspective- the perspective of globalization.
Global business had been gaining power
especially after the new wave of globalization hit the world.
Even though this new perspective had
been damaged after the Sept. ll incidents

plus the all-over-the-world global terrorist
threats, it is still powerful.
There are so many opportunities to discover and there are so many options to
consider.
KWTC explores the possible options for
the local businesses to open up to the
world market.
The center researches and analysis data
to enhance the local businesses change to
reach the success in global market.
KWTC is mainly focused on emphasizing the importance of globalization and its
effects on the local Kentucky businesses
and economy.
Identifying the local businesses that are
distinct and unique to Kentucky and the
world and analyzing how these businesses
may succeed in global market can help
prospective business owners develop successful businesses.
Providing information about local markets to the world will in return open new
investment opportunities for the foreign
investment with or without local partners.
KWTC came up with projects and plans
that will bring success to achieve our mission of helping the local economy and the
local market to achieve success in global
economy and the global market as a whole.

Orcun Altintas is a graduate student from
Turkey.
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Nursing shortage causes problems for department
Colleges restrict admits
because of limited space
M akayla o•Neill
Staff Writer

are rare in the department, Holcomb
said.
"(Doctorate) applicants are difficult to find,'' Holcomb said. "We have
four of our faculty in doctoral programs. basically we grow our own."
Because of the shortages, the nursing program can accept only a certain
amount of nursing students.
"We admit 40 students every
semester," Holcomb said. "Since most
applicants are decided by GPA, we
can't tell people who have the minimum GPA that they can get in."
The requirements for future nur.ses
include obtaining 30 credit hours and
a minimum 2.5 GPA.
Although many students meet the
requirements, they arc not accepted
in the nursing program.
"People will apply thinking they
have the GPA but fail because a more
qualified applicant applies," Holcomb
said.
"We also have a waiting list that
sometimqs we will put students on

monneill@thenews.org

Nursing shortages have become a
crisis in American hospitals. Colleges
can only accept a limited number of
potential nurses because hospitals
lack space.
Betty Holcomb, associate professor
of nursing, said area hospitals have
limited space to train prospective
nurses.
"One reason we are not able to
accept more students is that we don't
have the clinical facilities to accom~
modate them," Holcomb said. "We
send students to area facilities to
train, but they have all the students
they can accommodate."
Lack of faculty also affects nursing
shortages.
"The average age of most nursing
faculty is 55 and 56.'' Holcomb said." A
lot of faculty are aging and retiring."
Qualified faculty applicants also
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because some people decide to go out for treatment. we have to find out
somewhere else."
where we can send them. We don't
Kim Chester, registered nurse at have the beds."
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, said the
A lack of interest may contribute to
influx of patients push nurses to their more nursing shortages. People can
limits.
lind easier ways to make the same
"We arc not short-handed hut what income.
happened is our census has been up
"Part of it is lack of interest,"
for a really long. time,.. Chester said. Chester said. "There are other •.vays
"We arc staffed according to the · to make money that are less stress·
national average, which make~ nurses ful."
According to CNN.ClHll, working
really busy."
Over the years, hospitals have conditions keep many students from
remained packed. The higher number pursuing a nursing career. The hours
of patients causes nurses to take on are long and the wages arc unable to
twice the responsibility and stress.
compete with the cost uf living.
Hospitals refuse to address nursing
At the same time, the nurses hospishortages because the problem may tals do have are getting older and
go away, she said. However, a normal qualified applicants arc running Jo·w.
census may cause problems in other The average age of a nurse is 45.
Nursing also requires physical
areas, including job loss.
"They'll have to lay people off if we strength that few possess, according
get down to a regular census," tu CNN.com. Many nurses must stand
Chester said. ''We are short-sided un their feet for eight to 12 hours. For
because of high patients (rates).''
many, the phy"ical and mental stress
Local hospitals, such as J.ourdes overwhelm tht:m.
Competitiveness within the nursand Western Baptist, arc not the only
hospitals feeling the strain of nursing ing field has only intensified with the
shortages.
closing of several plants, such as Gen"Vanderbilt has been diverting eral Tire.
patients for a month," Chester :said.
Since many people are looking for
"Other hospitals have had to pick up jobs, some employers pay people to
their slack. Before we can fly a patient go back to school and mm:t have gone
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• Median annual earnings of all
registered nurses: $52,330.
• Median annual earnings of registered nurses In specialized
areas:
• Employment services: $63,170
• General medical and surgical
hospitals: $.53,450
• Home health care services:
$48,990
• Physicians' offices: $48,250
• Nursing care facilities: $48,220
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into the nursing program, Kin Chester
said.
"They can affurd to be choosy since
a lot of people arc applying," Kim
Chester said.
Since the number of applicants
conrinucs to increase, colleges carefully select their prospective studems. She said nursing has become a
competitive field with few students
who excel.
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Council plans to further growth with plan
Makayla O'Neill
Staff Writer
moneill@thenews.org

With new goals for Murray State
in place for the 2006·07 academic
year, the Strategic Planning Council plans to further University
excellence and student growth.
Sandra Jordan, associate provost
for planning and assessment, said
strategic plannin~ is a process that
assures accountability.
"It is a process," Jordan said. "It
is bow we develop and maintain
the institution to its changing environment.
The
environment
changes, so the institution needs to
change."
The council selected only three
goals, including academics and private funds, designed to enhance
several aspects of the University.
In 2002-03, a series of goals were
determined for Murray State's
enhancement.
"The goals are under various cat-

egories related to students, faculty
and staff, and relationships to
external groups like the community," Jordan said. "We focus on a few
goals each year, and each unit on
campus tries to advance them."
The first goal states the University will support the internationalization of the campus and curriculum.
"This goal addresses academics:·
Jordan said. ''MSU emphasizes student centered learning and ed ucational opportunities, such as study
abroad.
"The function of the experience
is to understand things in an international context. We also want
your curriculum to give you a global perspective not just a local perspective."
Other goals focus on faculty and
staff productivity and the need to
raise private funds and continue
exceUence in University programs.
Learning goals also wc·re developed for every student on campus,
Jordan said.

"Every year, we focus on one of
the ten characteristics of a Murray
State graduate,'' jordan said. "We
develop an assessment plan to
define what they mean, where the
characteristic is taught, and where
students are practicing it."
Many of the characteristics are
developed in class and student
activities, such :ls through the residential colleges.
The council is composed of rep·
resentatives from across campus,
students and faculty and staff, Jordan said.
''We have sub-committees that
sample the campus and make recommendations, which arc voted
on," Jordan said. ''The sample of
the environment shapes our decisions and determines our focus."
The University is divided into
organizational units that address
each goal. and units have the
responsibility to ensure they meet
their respective goals.
"Every unit has to write up goals

that are relevant to their unit and
that maintain the overall goals of
the institution," Jordan said. "At the
end of the year, we sec how well
they acquired those goals."
Thirty-one members, excluding
Jordan. meet throughout the year to
discuss numerous goals.
"Ever}' planning unit on campus
has a representative, plus the students and Board of Regents," she
said.
The students on the council arc
selected for their leadership abili·
ties and many come out of student
leadership organizations like the.
Studcnt Government Association.
The council monitors the
progress of the organizational units
and reports the progress to various
constituent:;.
"We arc hdd accountable to the
public, student, and the community," Jordan said. "It's an ongoing
process that requircs us to look
down the road and think ahead of
our actions."

Coalition holds rally to attract legislator's attention
NASHVILLE
(AP)
Immigrants
supporting
amnesty for workers who
are in the U.S. illegally
planned a rally they hope
will send a message to U.S.
Senate Majority Leader BiU
Prist.
The Tennessee Immigrant
and Refugee Rights Coali·
tion planned a 6 p.m. march
Wednesday from the Coliseum, where the Tennessee
Titans NFL team plays, to
Legislative Plaza next to the
state Capitol.
The rally is modeled after
a week of protests by hundreds of thousands of immigrants in Los Angeles,

Phoenix, Milwaukee, Washington and Detroit.'
Frist, R-Tenn.. is negotiating with other senators on
how to handle a Judiciary
Committee bill passed this
week to give millions of illegal immigrants a chance at
citizenship and his own
immigration
proposal,
which focuses more on punishing employers who hire
undocumented workers.
"Our basic goal is to hope·
fully ignite Senator Frist to
support a more humane and
more practical bill- one that
looks more like the one the
Senate Judiciary Committee
passed," said Rick Casares. a

spokesman for the immigrant and refuge<.• group.
State lawmakers also arc
considering legislation with
more than a dozen bills
introduced this year by
sponsors who have said the
federal govl'rnmcnt hasn't
done enough to stop illegal
immigration.
"There are a couple of
local bills that arc punitive
in measure and don't really
solve anything,'' Casares
said. ''Any good comprehensive sort of immigration
reform is going to have to
come at the federal level."
Nashville police said they
expected bl•twecn 3,000 and

6,000 people to attend the
march and would close
some streets to accommodate the crowd.
Representatives of the
Tennessee Volunteer Minutemen, a group seeking
tighter immigration controls, had planned a counterrally in front of the state
Capitol, but canceled it a
few hours before it was
scheduled to begin.
Tennessee Gov. Phil Bredesen told small business
leaders at a luncheon
Wednesday that while the
state would continue to deal
with some issues, like its
recently halted program of

issuing immigr:mt driving
certificates, the issue is fundamentally a federal one.
"I don't think it's appropriate for the state (to have)
the Highway Patrol expanded to go and lnok out for ille·
gal immigrants," Bredescn
said.
Tennessee has drawn
immigrants mostly from
Latin America, Iraq and
Southeast Asia. Census figures show the state's Hispanic population grew to
167.000, or about 35 percent,
between 2000 and 2005,
ranking Tennessee 38th
among all the states in per·
centage of Hispanics.

Grand jury
to determine
murder charges
JACKSBORO, Tenn. (AP)- A grand jury
will decide whether to charge a 14-yearold boy with murder in the shooting death
of an assistant principal and wounding of
two other school administrators after the
case was moved out of juvenile court
Thursday.
The prosecution and defense agreed to
cancel a hearing about whether to charge
Kenneth Bartley as an adult in the Nov. 8
shooting at Campbell County Comprehensive High School. Assistant Principal Ken
Bruce was killed and Principal Gary Seale
and Assistant Principal Jim Pierce were
injured.
The teen's attorney, Mike Hatmaker,
told the judge he felt the state could meet
the burden of proof to move the case to
adult court and he didl(t want to put the
victims and their fam1lies through the
strain of a hearing.
"There is no need to relive the events of
Nov. 8 here today," Hatmaker said.
Medical records were sealed, but the
defense conceded that a mental evaluation
of Bartley since his arrest at the school
immediately after the shooting suggests he
would not be eligible for psychiatric com·
mitment.
District Attorney Paul Phillips said the
case will be presented in June to the grand
jury, which will have to decide what, if
any. charges to file against Bartley.
Phillips said the prosecution will seek
murder and attempted murder charges
against the youth. Bartley will remain in
custody.
"life without parole is not an option in
this case," Phillips said, because of Bartll'y's age. Nl!ithcr is the death penalty. The
maximum sentence Bartley might face if
convicted would be life with the possibility of parole."
Victims' families crowded the courtroom Thursday hoping to learn a motive
that has not been revealed.

Don't Forget!
April 3 is the priority
filing date for student
financial aid applications
for 2006-2007 requesting
grants (non-repayable) ,
loans, and/ or student
employment.

APPLY TODAY!

~rAil~

Student Financial Aid Oflice
Sparks Hall. • Basement

BRANDON-WORLD

or www.murrayatate.edujaecsv/llnanclal/appllcatlon•.htm

GRATULATIONS RN
NEW GRADS
Start your professional Nursing Career at Saint Thomas Health Services, the area's
largest faith-based healthcare system. At our facilities you'll find a customized orientation
and established preceptor program. giving you guided steps to reach your highest potential.

Contact our Nurse Recr uiter to ask a bout:
• NCLEX review course reimburse m e nt
• Host site fo r NCLEX exam review o n May 16-19
• C o mpet it ive salaries for RN New Grads
C urrent opportunities for RN new grads. To learn more visit us at www.sthscareers.com

&
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Contact:Vera Payne

Contact Rajayna Riley

Phone: (615) 284-+49«4
vera.payne@baptisthospital.com

Phone: (6 I5) 396--4293
rajayna.riley@mtmc.org

• Internal Medicine
• Ortho/Neuro
• Joint Replacement Center
• Renal
• Observation
• Post-op Surgical
• Cardiac

• Medical
• Surgical
• Emergency

Baptist Hospital
~

Care & Crttical Care

i*Ptn Training Program
June 19)

Mooohrt(_,___,._

Middle Tennessee
Medical
Center
A-t(Soiot _ _ _

•lCU/CCU

• Ortho/Neuro
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Graduating seniors face favorable job market, Opportunities
Marianne Stonefleld
Staff Writer
mstoncfield<iilthmews.org
Andrew Dossett knows what will
happen after he walks across the platform at the Regional Special Events
Center May B.
Two W<'eks ago, Dossett, an Occupational Safety and Health major from
Cadiz, accepted a loss and risk control
position with GNA Insurance in
Nashville. He first heard about the
position when company representatives conducted interviews on campus.
Dossett was relieved to have a job
lined up six weeks before graduation.
"It feels great." Dossett said. "The
pressure is Lifted, I guess. (My wife and
I are) looking for a house now. We're
trying to start a real life."
Though the job-search process is
tough for seniors, he said Murray
State's accredited OSHA department
draws in employers who are looking to
interview graduating students.

"A lot of companies come looking for
us," Dossett said.
He considers himself well-prepared
for his future career because of class
requirements that taught him public
speaking, interviewing and resume
skills.
"I think it actually did a good job,"
Dossett said. "I'm just glad to be gradu·
ating and have a job. I'm just really
excited about it."
Ross Me loan, director of Career Ser·
vices, said the job outlook for Murray
State seniors seems favorable because
of a "rQbust economy."
''(The j<\b market is) really, really
good this year," Mdoan said. "(The
economy) still seems to be working
well for a lot of folks."
Murray State's May graduates should
have a wide scope of jobs to choose
from, which Mcloan said he inferred
from the amount of jobs posted on the
University's e-Recruiting Web site.
"A lot of indicators out there arc
telling us things are good," Me loan said.

"We're doing some really good things
here at Murray State."
Employee evaluations of recent graduates indicate they are doing well in
their occupations, he said.
The types of jobs May graduates will
receive span a wide variety: water
wildlife biologists, telecommunications
professionals and law enforcement
officials.
"It's across the board," Meloan said,
"We do a great job~· in the preparation
of our students and the demands of
what the outside world will be like."
Students who co-oped or had internships also are better prepared for postgraduation.
"They had a taste of what's expected
of them," Me loan said.
Among the fastest growing occupations for Murray State's May graduates
arc found in OSHA, nursing, science
and business. he said.
Those who major in specific areas
like history and English also have more
jobs to choose from.

I

"Our students in the liberal arts area
... are so very well prepared," Meloan
said. "(They) just need to get out there
and give it a shot."
He said May graduates are accepting
jobs in a range of geographic areas. He
encouraged graduates to accept jobs in
Kentucky to help the state's economy.
"There are a large number that stay
in-state and that's fine," Mcloan said.
The Career Services office docs not
have specific numbers on the amount
of May graduates who have completed
the job-placement process, but Mcloan
said he believes the number is signifi·
cantly higher than it has been in recent
years.
And he believes Murray State gradu·
ates are well prepared compared to
other area universities.
"I'm hearing that from employers
constantly," Meloan said. "(The> bottom line is. our kids compete very well
in the market."
According to the U.S. Department of
Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, career

choices in 2004 to 2014 are plentiful for
those seeking jobs with high earnings
and many opportunities. However. projections for the percent change in civilian noninstitutional population may be
higher than the percent change in lab<~r
force.
The BLS indicates a 1 percent annual
increase from 2004 to 2014 compared
with a 1.2 percent annual increase from
1994 to 2004.
In most occupations, rcpl:tccmcnt
needs provide more job openings than
growth, as people leave occupations,
according to the BL'i.
Experts expect total employment to
increase from 145.6 million 1n 2004 to
164.5 million in 2014, a 13 percent
increase, according to the bun•au. The
jobs that wiU be added by 2014 will be
unevenly distributed across major
industrial and occupational groups.
The national unemployment rate in
February was 4.8 percent, according to
the BLS. The unemployment rate in
February 2005 was 5.4 percent.

Pet Sitting • H ouse Sitting

Established 1985

WE WILL TEND
Fidos, Felines, Fish,
Feathered FrienJs,
as well a~ any orher
furry or non·furry
critters in their own
honw environment!
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What is ...
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION?
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003 .

The study of communication skills and processes
that lie at the heart of all relationships, whether
interpersonal, small groups or
large corporations.

Now accepting
reservations
for Fall 2006!
·wrMHe will you be living this
Place offers
encl4-bedroom, fully
il'f'li1itth~C!~ apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
•
wast:lers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, poolandfoosball
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• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Fall rates starting at $309!
www.MurrayPiace.com
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assi'tt.'Ult Sports Editor : Tommy Dillard
Phone: 809-4481

Women's tennis
·soaks up rays
in Florida

Griffin era
underway
zeld

AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org
Like many Spring Breakers, Florida was
also the destination for the women's tennis
team.
However, soaking up the sun was not the
only activity on the Racers' agendas.
The team's break schedule included
matches against Georgia State University,
University of Central Florida and Mercer
University.
The team ended the week 1-2.
"I thought we competed very well,''
Head Coach Connie Keasling said. "If
we're healthy all February and March, then
we've played at a very competitive consistent level."
junior Anna Lask retttrned March l5
against Southeast Missouri State after sustaining an injury. She suffered her first loss
of the 2006 season in Murray State's first
match of the break against Georgia State.
However. !,ask said she felt confident
about her physical ability.
''1 feet pretty good injury-wise," Lask
said. "I'm still trying to recover mentally,
because when you go out there you think,
'What if I get hurt again?' or that kind of
stuff. But I think TfeellOO percent."
Georgia State defeated the Racers 5-l
with graduate student Tami McQueen
picking up the team's only win, (6-2, 6-2),
in singles competition. Doubles were not
played because of inclement weather.
After the Racer defeat, the team headed
for Orlando to face Central Florida.
The Racers fell 6-1 to the Golden
Knights, but Lask said the match was the
team's strongest performance of the week.
''I think everyone played really well in
doubles, there were some really close
matches," Lask said. "In singles, 1 think
they were as strong or better as our
strongest competition in the OVC and I
think everyone played really tough against
them."
'
Anna task and junior Rachael Lask
stretched their doubles match to 8-7before
falling to the Central Florida pair.
Although the loss was a disappointment,
a quick trip to Disney World slightly overshadowed it. The team managed to visit
the four parks in a single day.
Freshman Adriana Alvarez, a first time
visitor, said some parts of the trip were
more memorable than others.
"We went to a show called a Fantasmic
Show at MGM Studios, and it was awesome," Alvarez said. "1 loved that and the
Everest Roller Coaster in the Animal Kingdom. We just needed a break from school
and to relax from tennis."
After (he short trip, the Racers traveled
back to Georgia to end its road trip with a
4-2 win over Mercer University.
The Racers picked up the doubles point
with wins from doubles pairs Anna Lask
and Rachael task along with Anne Pennington ami Casady Pruitt, the No.2 pair.
Anna Lask, Rachael Lask and Pruitt went
on to pick up singles wins for Murray
State. The win advanced the Racers to S-7
on the season.
After the break. the Racers hosted Ohio
Valley Conference opponent Tennessee
State University Tuesday afternoon.
·n1e Racers defeated the Tigers 7-0 and
improved their OVC record to 2-0.
Because Tennessee State had only five
players, the Tigers were forced to forfeit
the No.3 doubles match along with the No.
6 singles match.
With Pruitt and Pennington 8-2 doubles
win paired with the the Tigers forfeit, the
Racers claimed the doubles point.
The Racers won four of the five singles
match<!s without dropping a single game.
Today, the Racers face Eastern Kentucky State and play Morehead State University Saturday.
"I have no expectations, we're just excited to stan the conference season,"
Keasling said. "There's a lot of conferences
that are so spread out that they don't have
conference matches where they play
everyone.
"I'm just excited about playing conference schools and getting into the conferimce season."

photos· "f)eff

Senior wide receiver Jonathan Eiland runs an awareness drill during Racer football's first spring practice Tuesday.

Spring brings football workouts
Justin Sims

Remaining Football
Practice Schedule

Staff Writer
jsims@thenews.org

New Head Coach Matt Griffln and
his staff are attempting to get across
a simple message to their players as
spring workouts began T uesday for
the football team.
·
"Great things aren't achieved by a
single man," Griffin said. ''They're
achieved by groups of men."
Last season under former coach
Joe Pannunzio, the Racers finished
with a 2-9 overall record and last in
the Ohio Valley Conference with no
wins.
The recently hired Griffin said he
was pleased with the first day of
spring workouts.
"I thought it went pretty good,''
Griffin said. "There was a great energy."
Along with a new head coach, the
Murray State football team will h ave
a new coaching staff this season.
Rich Nagy will be the defensive
coordinator and coach the linebackers. Mickey Fein, offensive coordin a~
tor, will handle the quarterbacks and
running backs. Kevin Cahill will
coach the wide receivers, and
Michael Hayes will run the offensive
tine.
Coaching the tight ends will be
team video coordinator Matt Wise.
The defensive line coach is Johnny
Jernigan, and Mark Lister will coach
the safeties. Aaron Hutsell has the
cornerbacks.
Griffln also wants to spread a
"team first" mentality during the 15
workouts of the spring meaning the
players concentrate on team goals
rather than being selfish. The NCAA
allows orily a maximum 15 practices.

Practice 3
Practice 4
Practice 5
Practi~

6
Practice 7

Today

4 p.m.

~~turd~ 9 a.m.

· 'l)l.e~y 4 p.m.
Thursday 4 P#

Friday
April 8
Practice 8
Practice? .. April 11
April 12
Practice to
Practice 11Aprill3
Practice 1%:" April18
April l9
Practice 13
Practic~ 14
April 20
Spring Game April 21

4 p.Illi.
9 a.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

* all pr actices free to public
"Team first is the only way we do
it here," Griffin said.
There are stepping stones in every
season for college sports athletics,
and Griffm said he has many goals
for the spring workouts.
"Naturally, we want to establish a
depth chart for our offensive and
defensive units, as well as special
teams," Griffin said. "We also need
to see how mentally tough our kids
are and how far we can push them."
The Racers have more than 60
players participating in the spr ing
workouts. The workouts will last
through April 21 when the Blue and
Gold exhibition game will take place
at 7 p.m.
The workouts are open to the pubtic and are free of charge.
The team will have p ractices for
more than three weeks during the
afternoons at the practice field outside Roy Stewart Stadium.

Senior punter Tim Wright practices his punts during workouts
at the practice field across from Roy Stewart Stadium. Wright
returns as the starting punter from last season's squad.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basket ball
Grizzlies at Hornets

Saturday: CBS @ 7:30 p.m.
NCAA Final Four
LSUvs. UCLA

Saturday: CBS @ 5 p.m.
NCAA Final Four
Florida vs. George Mason

Sunday: CBS @ 8 p.m.
NCAA Championship
RCA Dome, Indianapolis

Murray State Events
Today: W Tennis @ 2 p.m.
Richmond
Murray State at EKU
Today: Track and Field
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
SEMO Invitational

Saturday: Baseball @ 3 p.m.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Murray State at SEMO
Saturday: Rowing
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
John Hunter Regatta
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No surprise
Cronin left
for Cincinnati

'•

I don't think I've ever received so
many phone calls in my life than 1 did the
night of March 23.
That morning, I received word in my
Disney World resort that Mick Cronin
was going to interview with Cincinnati
along with Carl Hobbs from George
Washington. There was absolutely no
way he was already named head coach ·
just a few hours later.
·
Well, I was wrong. The first call I
received I just brushed it off thinking
maybe it was just the news I heard earlier. Nah, Mick's not gone yet. Then there
was a second call, a third. a fourth , and I
bad to accept that one of my greatest
fears had been realized.
I was with three
Cincinnati students
at the time in downtown Disney go figure. rve never liked
Cincinnati basketball my entire life
because I've been
partial to Xavier
University across
town. Both teams
square off annually
in the Crosstown
Shootout, and it
will be a bit strange
Nathan
rooting for the men Clinkenbeard
in black and red.
Sports Editor
Looking at my
friends I said, "I don't know what makes
me more depressed. The fact Mick
Cronin just left Murray State, or the fact
that now I'm going to have to root for UC
basketball."
After 22 years living three miles from
the Queen City, I'm now a Cincinnati
Bearcats fan. It makes me almost sick to
my stomach to say it, but there is no way
I can root against Mick Cronin.
How could the man not have taken the
job at his alma mater? Simple. There was
no way he couldn't have taken the position. Things like this rarely happen to
people in the coaching profession let
alone just three years after they received
their fll'st head coaching gig.
Murray State was well aware he was a
hot commodity, and there should be no
hard feelings about anything. For three
years Cronin's teams compiled a 69·23
record, two Ohio Valley Conference
tournament titles and an OVC regular
season crown.
He also brought exciting basketball to
the Regional Special Events Center and
worked to get the students involved
more than ever. Mick's Maniacs was
roclcin'g for three years, and it would be
hard to think of the RSEC without the
yellow-shirted hooligans manning the
sidelines.
Mick got to go home for Murray State's
first game of the season. and now, he gets
to go home for good. A Cincinnati kid, he
now has his dream coaching job, but
knowing Mick, there is no way he will
forget what got him there: the blue and
gold.
He always talked about how hard it
was for mid-major teams like Murray
State to schedule non-conference games
with the power conference teams. Well.
now he has the chance to help us out.
Hopefully with whoever comes to take
over the program, they can work together to make Murray State-Cincinnati a frequent contest.
The Bearcats have five roster players
returning next year, and they have no
recruits signed for next year. Known for
his recruiting prowess, l don't doubt
Cronin will nab several strong commit·
ments before next season.
Cincinnati will win with Mick Cronin,
but I'll go a step further and say Mick
will lay to rest any thought about Bob
Huggins. The two were together at UC in
Mick's first coaching job, but I truly
believe Mick can surpass anything
Buggy Bear ever did.
Murray State will be lucky to find
someone who can match the three years
Mick gave us. However, the world will go
on and we'll find an outstanding coach to
lead the Racers to more glory.
It just felt so much better with the
security blanket named Mick Cronin.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Pearson Griffith,
Trey Pearson
and Assistant
Coach Matt
Grady walk otT
the Dayton
Arena floor after
Murray State's
69-65 loss to
North Carolina
in the NCAA

Keith Jenifer dribbles past midcourt with Carolina's Wes Miller on defense.

NCAA Tournament

First ROund
photos by Melissa Kilcoyne

Shawn Witherspoon leaves on crutches after
the loss. The junior broke his foot early in the
first half and did not return to the game.

6 9 65

Trey Pearson looks for an open teammate as North Carolina guard Marcus Ginyard sits back on defense. Pearson led the Racers with 18 points.

Justin Orr goes over top Carolina freshman forward Tyler Hansbrough for a layup. The Cincinnati native scored 10 points for tbe Racers.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Oiuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
llllliiiSIII
IPN1111m

Office Hours 8 a.m. -noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Sports Briefs•••
Former head football coach to make return Alabama coach, former Racer assistant
to Murray State for speaking engagement reportedly meeting with MSU officials
Former Murray State football coach Mike
Gottfried was back in town Thursday to speak
at the Fellowship of Christian Athletes luncheon.
The event was at the First Baptist Church in
Murray.
Gottfried coached the Racers for three seasons, from 1978·80. He boasted an overall
record of 22-11-l as head coach at Murray State.
In 1979, he also brought Murray its first Ohio
Valley Conference championship since the
'50s. In his last two years, the Racers won 18
games.

Gottfried left Murray State for Cincinnati in
1981, where he stayed for two years before
moving on to Kansas and Pittsburgh. In 1990, he
became a football analyst for ESPN and is now
lead analyst for ESPN on Saturdays in the fall .
In 1999, he helped implement the GMAC Bowl
in Mobile, Ala.
. Gottfried is also well known as an inspirational speaker. He travels around speaking to
churches, businesses and other groups.
In 2000, Gottfried founded Team Focus, a
series of camps for fatherless young men
designed to provide them with a mentor.

Former Murray State assistant coach and
current Alabama men's basketball assistant
Phillip Pearson will interview for the vacant
head coaching position at Murray State, The
Birmingham News reported Tuesday.
Pearson was an assistant coach under Mark
Gottfried at Murray State from 1995-98 before
going with Gottfried to Alabama.
During his time at Murray, the Racers
claimed three consecutive Ohio Valley Conference titles. Since the Gottfried staff arrived
at Alabama, the Crimson Tide have risen to
national prominence, being ranked in the top

25. Gottfried and Alabama also made a run 'to
the Elite Eight in 2004.
The meetings between Pearson and Murray
State will reportedly take place at the Final
Four in Indianapolis this weekend.
The News reported Murray State also
expects to grant Louisville assistant Kevin
Willard and Florida assistant Anthony Grant
interviews as well.
If Willard were hired, he would follow in
Cronin's footsteps as the second Rick Pitino
assistant to become head coach at Murray
State.

Psst... Want to Hear
Son~ething New?
Check US Ou-t

Otiline a-t WKMS.org

r \

Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
~e~;fe·
(worldcafe.org)

The World Cafe, with host David pye, serves up an eclectic

mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative coun~ with

live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm to Midnight
A lively, insightful mix of music, news, views and
interviews reflectin~ the local and national
African Amencan community.

\rt ~lSi •em ttl~(
Beyond the Edge
Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
1

MSU's Katie Villanueva & Murray High S Austin Carter
present a musical collage of "unplugged" performances
by diverse artists incluaing Ray Charles, john Lennon,
Pink Floyd & Bob Dylan.

The Murray
State News

2006-2007
Editors
Editor In Chief:
Stephanie Buford
Managing Editor:
Elizabeth Cawein
News Editor:
Emily Wuchner

REMEMBER HOW HELPFUL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
COME BE A PART OF THIS EXCITING PROGRAM!

REQUIREMENTS:
• Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2005 semester
• Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA •Must have excellent communication skills
• Must enroll in GUI 251 for credit or audit

Opinion Editor:
Rockelle Gray

Applications are available from your College Head, the Student Affairs Office,
or download from the Murray State Web site as a link from the Student Affairs site:

Lifestyles Edttor:
Casey Northcutt

http://www.murraystate.edu/secsv/director.htm

Sports Editor:
Tommy Dillard

APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 7, 2006
Must be turned in to your College Head and must sign up for an interview time. Your College Head will conduct interviews from March 27 - April 7
I

For more information contact:

Or your College Head:

Visual Editor:
Jeff Slinker

Paula Hulick @ 762-5344 or
paula.hulick@ murraystate.edu

Advertising Edttor:
Brent Bauscher

Mike Young @ 762-6831 or
mike.young@ murraystate.edu

Sales Manager:
Mandie Sidener

Amanda Carter @ 762-6838 or
amanda.carter@ murraystate.edu

Clark· Steve Horwood @ 2802 or steve.horwood@murraystate.edu
Elizabeth· Bob Valentine @ 5487 or bob.valentine@murraystate.edu
Springer· Franklin· Marty Jacobs @ 5668 or marty.jacobs@murraystate.edu
Hart· Ann Landini @ 2717 or ann.landini@murraystate.edu
Hester· Gina Claywell @ 5486 or gina.claywell@murraystate.edu
Regents· Squire Babcock @ 2105 or squire.babcock@murraystate.edu
Richmond· Oliver Musclo @ 6597 or oliver.muscio@murraystate.edu
White· Bonnie Higginson @ 3275 or bonnie.higginson@coe.murraystate.edu
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Men's and women's golf

Foul weather cuts Hawaii event short Women place 5th at SIU rriatch,
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdil/ard@thtmews.org

.

The men's golf team became a
part of history during Spring Break.
and it had nothing to do with the
action, or lack thcn:of, on the golf
course.
The Racers traveled to Hawaii to
take part in the Kauai Collegiate
Cup and expected to find sunshine
and balmy weather. Instead, the
Aloha state receiveu its worst rain
storm in 102 years, and torrential
downpours hattL'red the islands.
Flooding caused dams to break on
Knuai, killing SL'VI..'n people.
Because of the rain, the competing school~ compkted only one
round of the planned three-round
tournament last week. The Racers
finished fifth out of the 12 teams.
"The t1rst three days we were
there. it was continuous downpours," Head Coach Eddie Hunt
said. "We were fortunate to get in
18 holes. That golf course is one of
the top 50 in the country, and it had
drained a lot better than we thought
it would."

Hunt said if the tournament had
been able to be completed, his team
could have fmished higher than it
did.
"I was disappointed," Hunt said.
"If we could have played the full
three rounds, I think we could have
been one of the top two or three
teams.''
The tournament was heiJ at the
Princeville Makai Golf Club in
Princeville, Hawaii. on the island of
Kauai. Western Kentucky University hosted the seventh annual edition of the tuumament. The trip to
Hawaii was the first for Murray
State.
Senior Will Cox fired a threeunder par 69 for the Racers. good
enough for the PaducJth native to
finish in a tic for fifth in the individual ranks.
Junior Michael Craft shot a 70 to
finish two-under par for the toumament and a tic for eighth place.
Senior Kyle Shirley and senior
Jamie Fraz.ier both fired 75s. Junior
Nicolas Grift1n shot an for Murray
State.
As a team, the Racers shot 289, 11
strokes behind tournament-winner

Illinois State. Redbird junior Matt
Miller shot a six-under par 66 and
finished first in the tournament,
leading the Redbirds to the victory.
Murray State t1nished one stroke
ahead of host Western Kentucky.
Western lllinois came in second,
shooting a 285.
Eddie Hunt said the team
enjoyed being in Hawaii despite the
weather and that he hopes the Racers can travel to the islands again.
"1 think it was a great experience," Hunt said. "It was a beautiful
resort and we got tu play some
other courses after the wcathl'r had
gotten better. We got to do a lot of
sightseeing, too. I think everyone
really enjoyed it.''
}11mie Frazier said the trip offered
the team a chance to see new sites.
"Most of us arc from around
here, so we got to sec some new
things," he said. "We got to go to
thl• heaoh and play some other
courses on the days it wus nice."
The Racers sec ;lction again on
Monday and Tuesday ut the Belmont Invitational. The Legends
Club in Nashville will host the
tournament.

travel to Florida for two events
Justin Sims
Staff Writer
jslms(Wthcnews.org

The women's golf team traveled to
Carbondale). Ill., Sunday and Monday for
Southern Illinois University's Saluki
Invitational where they finished fifth
with a score of 640.
The team also participated in two
matches in Florida. the Northern 1llinois
Snowbird and the Lady Herd/El Diablo
Intercollegiate, which Marshall University hosted last week.
MSU Head Coach Velvet Milkman said
she was pleased with the scores at the
Carbondale venue.
"It's a very difficult course," Milkman
said. "I was pleased to sec our scores stay
the same."
Bradley University led the way at the
Invitational with a score of 614, and Ohio
Valley Conference foe Eastern Kentucky
followed 10 strokes behind.
For the Racers, junior Christi Baron
had a big event, tying for seventh overall
with scores of 78 and 77.

At the Lady Herd/El Diablo Intercollegiate on March 20-21. the Racers finished
seventh out of 14 teams with a score of
963 in the three-round event.
Milkman said she was pleased with her
team's comeback but thought it coul"
have had a better finish.
"Except for our second 18 holes, it was
a good event," Milkman said ... It cost us a
worse t1nish than we would have had.
But I was pleased the way they came
back the third day and passed Eastern
Kentucky."
The University of Maryland won the
team championship. finishing at 916.
The Racers finished fifth overall in the
NIU Snowbird Intercollegiate in Tampa,
Fla., on March 15-16, tying with Southern
Illinois with a score of 629. ,
Bradley won the event overall with a
score of 609.
Milkman said she hopes to se\.' some
improvement in the team for their
upcoming matches.
The Racers will play in the Eastern
Kentucky Spring Invitational beginning
Thursday.

"Alpha Gam"bling
Texas Hold'Em Poker Tournament
4

•

,•

~
ALP 11 A GAfv\ MA [) ELTA
surrt'unJcJ by stMc:rhc-rd

April 8
I :30 p.m. to 8 p.m .

Camp WOW
Cost: $20

Includes event t-shirt, food, game fee
and LOTS of chances for PRIZES!
Interested? Contact s_baker29@yahoo.com

Registration starts March 27th in the Curris Center.
All money goes to support Diabetes Research and
juvenile Diabetes Education.

The McNair
Scholars Program
WE CAN HELP YOU
GET AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION!

Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursalmcnair
For more information, call 809-5042, or visit the McNair office,
located at 400N Applied Sciences Building~

Program funded by the U.S. Department of Education
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A.J. Casey, (left) freshman from Spottsville, playing Tybalt, duels with Daniel Trump's character Mercutio. Trump is a junior from Paducah.

Shakespearian tragedy travels
from Italy to colonial America
Audrey Ferguson
Contributing Writer

Star-crossed lovers Rom eo and Juliet - Keith Reid,
senior from Paducah and Casey Northcutt, freshman
from Benton - almost kiss after the ball.

When:
Tonight and Saturday at 7,
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

Romeo usually doesn't have to worry
about the American Revolution, but in
Murray State's version of "Romeo and
Juliet," he lives in colonial America.
Under the direction of Bob Valentine,
thl! play takes on a twist that wiJl be new
to most viewers.
"What I wanted to do was make Shakespeare more accessible to a modern audience, without taking it into the 20th century," said Valentine, professor of journalism and mass comm•mications. "(In)
colonial America, you have aJl the things
that you have in Renaissance Italy that are
important to the play."
The lines of the play are still ShakeS'peare's, but a few words have been
changed to fit the setting. By moving the
setting, Valentine said students will be
able to understand themes better.
"Many of the (cast members) love
Shakespeare," said Casey Northcutt,
freshman from Benton who performs as
Juliet. "They have researched and developed their characters."
Since Shakespeare doesn't give many
stage directions in the play, actors must
work to develop their parts. Daniel
Trump, junior from Paducah, performs as
Mcrcutio, Romeo's close friend, and said
he has enjoyed being able to develop his
own character.
"(Valentine) has essentially given me
complete freedom with Mercutio,"
Trump said. UHe has allowed me to take
my character to the edge."

During the ball held at the Capulets' home, members of the Montagtie
family arrive and disrupt the dance festivities.
Because of the universality of Shakespeare, be said it was easy to transition
from the Renaissance to colonial times.
"The setting is pretty fitting, more
recent, and students have studied this era
in history," Trump said.
Keith Reid, who plays Romeo, said he
loved to )lave the chance to perform a
Shakespearian play.
"I really love Shakespeare as a playwright, but I'd never performed anything
by him before," !lllld Reid, senior from
Paducah.
Rehearsals for the play began in Janu-

ary, and some actors voluntarlly stayed in
Murray for Spring Break to rehearse.
"Shakespeare puts a lot of demand on
the actors,'' Bob 'Valentine said. "He doesn't tell you very much ahout how to
behave. He just gives you the lines."
Valentine recognized that many people
tend to shy away from Shakespeare.
Said Valentine: "My big hope is that
there will be a number of people in our
audience, which is composed mostly of
students. who will say, 'Sbakespean:, that
ain't so bad. I think I'll go back and have
another helping of that.'"
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This Week

a

• Friday

rea
. from the

Play
7 p.m., Ro meo and
Juliet, tonight and Saturday, general admission $10, faculty and
staff $8, students free.

ordtnary

Concert
7:30 p.m., singer and
songwriter
Carrie
Newcomer. students
$8, general admission
$10, Performing Arts
Hall

"The Atlantjs resort in Nassau. Bahamas could be hest
described as a theme park for adults. There's this e>.1ensive underground maze that leads you past all the aquarium tanks. At one part you come out in this long tunnel
that runs through the 'predator tank' and the fish nrc
swimming around and above you. Jcn (Kempton, senim
from Naperville, Ill.} apparently got really excited ahnut
the Spotted Eagle Ray, and l was able to capture it just as
it zoomed down the wall next to her."

• Saturday
Scholarship pageant
7:30 p.m., Miss Murray State University.
Lovett Auditorium,
advance tickets available in SGA office.
students $3, general
admission $5

- Adrienne Miller, S('nior, Cordova. nmn.

• Sunday
Play

"This is at th~ downtown Aquaritun in Houston. The centerpiece
tank in the dining hall holds
150,000 gallons of warcr - most
backrard pdots arc only 20,00030,000 gallons - 600 fish including eels. black-tipped sharks, a
sword-nose shark, a shark ray.
leopard sting ray :tnd mucho fish.
This photo is me outside kissing
their mascot shark."

2:30 p.m., Romeo and

Juliet, general admission $10. faculty and
staff$8, students free.

• Monday
Speed Dating
6 p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom, sponsored
by Campus Activities
Board

-Leah Wood.freshman, I.ouisville

• Thesday
Tennis
2:30
p.m.,
MSU
women vs. UT-Mar- '
tin. Pu rcell Tennis
Courts

Meeting

Eleven
brothers of
AlphaRIIe.ail
Sigma Phi
traveled to

5 p.m., Student Government Association.
Curris Center Barkley
room

sun.

• Wednesday

Ryan Ringley, Ocft) senior from Cordova, Tenn., and Kristin
Gillingham, senior from Murray, spent Spring Break in Ocean
Springs, Miss.. doing hurricane relief work with other students from the Baptist Campus Ministry.
"Everything in the home that was touched by water had to
be removed. including kitchen sinks and cabinets," Ringley
said. "We ripped the entire sink from the wall and then carried it outside. The men on the trip were thoroughly
impressed with our demolition skills, which prompted the
picture of us conquering the sink."

• Thursday_
Tennis
2:30 p.m., M SU men
and women vs. Eastern Illinois. Purcell
Tennis Courts

• April7
Tennis
2:30 p.m., MSU men
and women vs. Sam- ·
ford. Pu rcell Tennis
Courts

• AprilS
Racer Regatta
All day, women's
rowing competition,
Kentucky Lake

UCIONAL SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER
AT MURIIAY STATE MAY 4 - 7:JO PM
Tickets .-nillblii! .t. tilt MurriJ Stall! Unlnnll:y Bax omc:e,
ani I all! at. www.Udartmutu .cam, by c~ 877-8!14-<4474,
and 11 FYE In Paducah and DJ's Mull~ In Paris

UNJQU~: MEXICAN

Foon

DEU SANDWICHES • CAJUN SPECIALS

SALADS. SOUPS. LOCAL BARBEQUE .
ANGUS BURGER AND 11'RIES

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglas W. Payne

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

QUCCI
kate spade

RA L P H

Armani
RALPH LAUREN
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Valentino

"(Jitulii!J 1-:IJt ·c 'Un ·_lc Jt tlu · L'tllin · /-"( uni/IJ ...

BEST SALADS IN

TOWN• GREAT DESERTS

II a.m. - midni~ht • Optn \lunda~ - Saturda~
llappy Hour J p.m. - 6 p.m. dail)

The area's best bands live every Thursday

April6

Bone Pony
Shryock Auditorium · Saturday, Aprill · 7:30PM

Apri113

A special presentation of the SIUC School of Music

MurrVegas Allstars
I milT 21 \\ l'konll' in dining room l'\n'pl
9 p.m. - micln ight

Thurscla~

Check us out at
www.murraymenus.com/BigApple.html
( 'onll'r of

lOth 4.~

,\n:adia • 759-8866

Behind ( 'lu.·ri Thl·atn·s

"ODe r!rlwfltW# gvll47qtldtUUin dN woriJ...!f1" lotmn ·, lwrJ 11 clllt.sk.tl gut~« F"'
"""-;ou',. ....u.s u.~·rrw....;ou .,.,1 .•
-Gulw ,.ltiJW

"'f-.tJUs-

-·'1"".-'"

Orclo:r tld<eb tt ~.ooml.hryock. call 866-646-811-49, or viait the SIU
Tlckrt Office In the Are~~a (wat ent raaco); the Student Center Tlcht
Office; Schnucu In Carbondale and Cape Girardeau; Kroger In
Carl>ondalc (eut), Marion, md Mt . Vemnn; C.y.r.. ill Paducah; and OJ'•
Mwlc: in Paris,TN.

ThlJ u 1 u-c:ard opomond ennt. Vuit

w-.tlu.edai-Jtuddn/u~rd,html
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Singer, sOngwriter Carrie Newcomer returns to Murray State
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

With only a guitar as accom·
paniment, Carrie Newcomer
will bring her unique blend of
country, folk and blues lined
with socially conscious lyrics
to campus.
The earthy singer has sold
songs to well·known artists,
including Nickelcreek's "I
Should Have Known Better,"
and bas toured with perform·
ers such as Union Station, Ali·
son Krauss and Mary Chapin
Carpenter.
"She's a very interesting
woman because she is very

much an activist," said Jane
Etheridge, Women's Center
director. "She's a Quaker, and
that's very interesting because
she sings a lot of songs about
the simplicity of life - the
beautiful simplicity of life that
we don't appreciate."
Newcomer performed at
Murray State in 2003, and
Etheridge said several people
wanted her to come back.
"I love to return to places
where I've had good experiences." Carrie Newcomer said.
"I enjoyed coming to Murray
State, and I'm glad to come
back."
Today, Newcomcr will host
a songwriting and creative

writing workshop for those
who have reserved seats. The
workshop focuses on tools for
creating exciting and effective
songs, encouragement to push
boundaries, practice in writing
and expanded knowledge of
song structure.
"It focuses on attention to
detail, developing of practice
and exploring our unique Vllic·
es," Newcomer said.
She has recorded 10 CI>s, the
most recent, "Regulars and
Refugees," is a collection of
short stories set to music. The
CD tells the story of Betty's
Diner, a small hometown
restaurant that collects the
odds and ends of humanity.

"It's been a wonderful way
to talk about a lot of different
~xpericnces
and
human
issues," Newcomer said. "I'm
very much a storyteller.''
"Regulars and Refugees"
highlights the joys and tribula·
lions of a mother who strips to
feed her children, a misunderstood Me~ican dishwasher, an
old couple still passionately in
love and other diner patrons.
"Before she sings a song, she
tells you this story," Jane
Etheridge said. "So you have
kind of this background, and
then you move into her music,
and that's what I think is so
beautiful about it - her as :1
gifted storyteller.... She's, like

many performers I think,
incredible in concert."
She wanted Newcomer back
because she wanted the Women's Center to offer students
something fun and inspiring.
"The Women's Center has a
reputation of dealing with the
dark side of humanity,"
Ethridge said. "We wanted to
bring a performer who was a
lot of fun, but really encouraged people, inspired people,
motivated them, gave them a
break from the stresses of life,
but yet still with a message with a meaning."
Newcomer said on her Web
site she isn't a political writer,
but she possesses a deep love

for people and the natural
world. She believed the most
effective activism springs out
of what people love.
Paul Naberezny, Counseling
and Testing Center instructor,
has seen Newcomer in concert
and said he loves her music.
"This central theme comes
out of just her humanism,"
Naberezny said. ''At the end of
all her music, it says, 'OK,
we're all on this planet together, and we all got to live together. And the better we take care
of each other, the better every·
body's going to be.'"
She performs at 7 p.m. in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Perform·
ing Hall.

Student Governmen
ssociation
APPlications lor candidacv are now
.available in the SGA onicel
The following positions are open lor candidacv:

• 4 becutive Board Positions:

President, Vice President, Secretarv, & Treasurer

• 8 Senators at larue Positions
• 3 Senators Positions-per Academic Oolleue
• 3 Senators Positions lor the School ol-.ricalture
111 applications must be returned to the SGA ontae
at noon Mondav, April 3.
~if

There Is I mandatorv candidates meedng Mondav, April 3 at4 p.m. In the Barlllev Room

*For the Resldendal College Senator posldons
lease contact vour Individual residential col

FOR

SALE

Drivers· Ovc·rnite Transponatiun, A UPS
Comp.1ny, needs .53' TIT Drivml New
pay package! COL-A wlhazmat
rt.'quircd. low c~ beneiib. C!ll Donna
at 877-78(>...6773

Bank Special! 3 bedroom~. 2 bathroorm, largP. lot! Make offer! Gracious
Living Realty. email: williamt!'gracious-.
li\ ~ng.org ~749-5263
Gras~ Time Partnc•rs RegistC'rcd Angus
Bull & Fem,11e sale. April 10, 7pm.

Wolff Tanning Beds. Buy direct and
save! Full bodY units from $2.2 a month!
Free Color utalog. CJII Today! 1·800842·1305 www.np.ebtan.com

lOIN Tt IE SOUTHWOODS WAY AND
IIAV~ 1Ht BEST SUMMER OF YOUR
UFEl Southwoods is a CU·cd residential
children's camp in the Adirondack
Moont;Jins ol New York. SouthwoodS is
seeking E."'Tl-iUSIASTIC, lNERCETlC.
ANU fUN·lOVING individuals to make
a positive impac.1 on a drild'~ life. PO!>i·
tion\ arc available in the areas of: cabin
~pc.~ ialists. athletics, out·door adventure.
creatrve and performing .uts, water
!>ports and much morel Ben~·trr~ of workIng at Southwoods in( lude Sal.liV, Trav<'1, Room, Board, laundry, ancl much
more! For more lnfnl'matinn and to
complete an applrc.llion please contact
us... \11\V\\' .southwoods.com 1·888449-]357

looking to own Iandi Invest in rural
atreage throughout 1\merica; coastal,
mount.!in, w.rtt•rfront properties. 20 to
200 acres. fR£E, monthly Special Land
Reports; w.vw.land-w.mtr.d.com/sw.

[st.Ue Planning Sales! We provide qualified leJd~, product tr.1inlng and sales
support. $60K-$80K tnrnme potential!
Prror outside/In-home salt':> experience
rt'quirro. 1!()0.860·8275 ext. l04

Sawmills· $2,795· I umber.\-tlte-2000 &
Lumberlite-24· Norwood lndustnes
also manufactures utility ATV attach·
ments, log ~kid<lcrs, portable bo.lrd
edgers and fort!Stry equrp!TN'nt.
www.norwoodindu,;trii"S.com
Free
information: 1·800·578-1.363 ext.300N

Wanted: Students ·to train. CDl·A 16
day program. No money d01ovn. Lodg·
ing- meals- transportatron, C & C Trod
S<:hool. 1-$77·554-3800

Chen;~ult

Center, Mt. Sterling, KY. 71

Bulls, 32 femiliPs. For lnfom1ation, call
859-40+1406

"Taib from the Bluegrass• by leigh Anne
Florence, is now a book! Order your
copies today. $11.95 per book. plus $2
shipping for thll first bOok, 50 cents each
,1dditional book. Kentucky residents add
6% state sales t.lx. Mail your order to:
Woody, HotOigsNyDog Pres,, PO Box
747, Shephrrdsvrllc, KY 40165 or orde-r
onl~!. o1! \V\Vw.tht'W~t~ks.com;

HELP WANTED
Sell the Hottest Product in Insurance Hi>tory! SO Premium Mcdican.• Advant;Jge
w!PartD Included. Complete line of Life,
Health. & Mortg.lgt! protoct ion producb.
•fam $1,250-52,000 Wt.>eklf. "Leads

provided, •No prospecting or cold lolll·
lng. •work 3,4,5 d.1y~. •Very high closing, •Lifetime· rt•nl'Wolls. Life & Health
license l'l'<Jllir!'d. Call 1-866-224-8450
ext.1203

Nt>e<l 7.0 First·trme HomchuyL'(!,. If you
h.we incom~ good, b.1d, or no tradi-

tional credit; Get approvr"<l for 100%
tlnandng; Special progr,1m. Call )anrce
859· 523-1515, 877-707·151 !i
Drivers- Check out the changes! No
t!Xpt'tirore? No problem! COL Training
available. 100% tuition reimbursement.
Top Trarnee payl 1·800·211·5209
~·.SwtftTruckin~~om
_

Drivt•rs: Are you gN1ing the pay you
d<.'servel Roehl DrivNs arl'! Top t 0 pay!
Prolctlcal Mileage p.l)' 1127/0U! Sign-on
bonus. Students welcomt'. Class A
Requirt>d EOE Cali 7 days a wt.-ek. 877·

$SSClAS5 A DRIVERS$S$ Coml>any &
OwnN Operators. feffersonvi lc, IN
Reg1on.11 FI,HI)I'(I. Quality p.1y & lfomc
tim(•, 1112·283-4708, 800·'112-4887
Fl'('lght a\~ It~ you.

---

Home Everyday. Louisville, KY &
Georgcto·wn, KY are.1s. Class 1\ & B Dnvm. Immediate openings. (2 yr recent
experience required~. 866-270-2665
www .alxlrivers.com
ClJl·A Truck Driving Trarning! Onu MU·
dent per IP,Kht>r. M.1ke $40,0<10+ 1st
yc.1r pn,sihlel Competitively prtnod. job
placerncnl; fin.mcing avaH~biC", tuiuon
reimbur!.l'll'K'nt. 502-320·2090. Roads
Scholars.

SSS Drivers \.\'anted SSS !Wglonal &
Over the ro;1d. Company & Owner
Operator. CDL CJ,rss·A. flatbed, nutarp
ireight. Good pay & horne hnlil. 1·/liXl·
nB-1!117
DrivC"r- S1,500 bonus every 6 months.

Average $';0,000 +lvear OTR &
Regional. 1 year OTR '" •ith Tank and
1-taz, Oakley Bi'i-882·6537 w.vw oak·
leytransport.com

Driver· Flatlx:d Drivers can earn
$950+/wt'E!k at PGT. I lome wcclccnds,
good c~1uipmmt & benefits, l'1.1ss-A
COl. rt~JUir('tl. Stud('nts. Wekomt• C:all
Trrry or Ra1 lwl, 8f,(>-838·35j'l,
Anooun<lnll $.50/mile for all OTR miles
everywhere! We're raising pay tn 20061
One year over-the-road expl'rtcnccd
r~irCd. Heartland Exp~C$s 1-fl00.441·
4'h3 www.hcanlandexP!.ess.com

l:'arnrng over 550,000, st.lrtrng p.ly '17·
44 CPM. Guaranteed Home weekends.
assigned trucks, full bmcllts, experience
required. 800-441oo.4271 ext. KY-100

Comp.1ny S. 010 needed. 1OO"k no·
touch freight. Home cwry wcek"nd. No
slip S<'ating, rider program, pt"t pulley,
sign-on bonus dnd I~Yruiting bonus ior
all drivL'f~. Gill Today, Start tornonowl
1-800-124·53 ~8 x24B. 606-271-\lllOl
Delta Truckrng School: Accepung

Trainees tor \Vffi\('f1 C.w1ft, CR England,
other~! 16 day COL! SO doY.n, studPnt
tlnancingt Tuition rermbur~cmt·nt avJil.
Job placement •''~'- Mon-Sun 1·800·
86).(ll71xh

Me<hanic: Transport Specialists n('('(h a
qualitled trailer mechanic. Ht shift.
Compctittvc wages. Benefits include
med'ICoiV dental, vacatron, 401 k. Le.xlng·
ton area call8'i9·2bJ·l312. Ask for Dan
or T~y or f~x rc:oume to ll~9-263·1.1!i 7
Driver&/ COI ·A OL;rrk Motor Unr.~,
ComP<1ny Privcr~ & Owner Op<'r<llor~:
I lome w«-kc.-nd. grNt pay & Ul'lldit,,
OTR J>3Y increase, st.Jrting at Jlkpml
800-264-2033

eys
, I
,
by
thr 5<-a & Ot.ixlrdieu, SC. Affordable
house/ (.clndo rcnwls, IJ<>ach vacations
start here! www.lt~c.htcotte.c.om. For
av.lriJ!Jllity, 9111 1·8<J0.422-4777

EDUCATIONAL
£.arrl DegreP online from home. •MetJ..
kat •su~lnC$s, ·Paralcg.1l, •Computer.;.
)oh Placement assi!>lance. Computer
and Financial ad if qualiiy. 86&.8582121 w.vw.bnlmetldcwatertech.com

HEALTH
r,rmiiX H•·.Jithco1rt' w/prCS! riphtln P.l.1nl
sr,_CJ.<I;t tv1t•. N.ltionwld<· n'M,.ag"r 110 l!mi·
l.tlK>rlS. tnd~: Doct~. Dcrrf.1 , Vr..r<)nl
Hosp~ & more. lvervonc Acx:cp!cd! ul
WCU 8(XJ..288-9214 ext. .1332

Baste Mcdrcal

l~urantl'

w/RX card.

$7/dav use any doctor, dental, vision,
pri'5C ription, life lnsurancr crnd more.

Adw~i>i~ worf..!.: 60'J-4·Uil

www.cht'l'ryb~ossomgolf.com

HUNT ELK. Red Stag. Whitetail, Buffalo,
Wild Boar. Our SCiOOI'\: Now-3/31/06.
Guaranteed lrcense, $5.00. trophy in
two days. No-Camel No-pay policy.
0.1ys
\114tl09-9800;
evenings
(]14)2'1l·Obl0.

Drvort:e 5195, Incorporation $195.
Your alternative to expensive-legal fees!
l.S00-:.101·1170
or
naJ>roserviceoaol.com
find Affordable rental housing on
www.K)Rents.org! Free searc-hing, free
listrn~~! Provided by the Kentucky
Housrng Corporation. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
COL F- Sec'ious Bus. X·PGA Tour players
!>et'k Dl'alcrs. Yr round bus. Dealers
make up to SJOOK yr. Est. Co. with SUC·
cess stori('S. S39K inv~ req'd, B(J().805.
Field Representatives: Adv.Jnced Field

New Power whel•lr h.rirs, S(Ooter.;,
YOU! Crll loll

tiill

Ah~olutely NO cost 10
I rt..'C 1·8f.f>.346-4046

MISC.

S$CASHSS Immediate cil'h for slruC:·
1urro 5E'ttlel11('1lts, annuiucs, law suit,
mortg.1gc notes & cash nows. )G Wmt·
worth •1 . l-$00.794·7 J10

270..2b65

Membc<'t";hips avail·
our wehsite

~rces s.c-eks Field Representatives in

Drivets. SE>rni Ownc'C' ap.;,,nors! Eam up
to $1.41 pc"f"milc. rrce b.!se plat('<;, Per·
mits, Qual.Com. No IOU<h freight! Dri·
V('f$, check us out. 1-800-87'}-2486 x2 86
Needed ... One ton trucks to move travi, per
mrl<• with fUI'I surdMrgt' and toll/ pcrmrr
reimbursem(·nrs. Check u' out ,,, qu.rh·
tydri~Paw,•y.c om, 1-8(,(,.7{,4-160 I

... 7 "-'"<••u

,800-7944208.

Attention Homeowrn.•rs: Display homes
wanted for vrnylsiding, wmdmH, roofs.
l'ii~V cwdil ll~rn1s. No pilymcntr. until
..lo(}r,, Starting .1t S99 month. Ct~ll 1·800·

el trailers and iifth wheels. P.1y

able.

Call Today! 80().794-4208. For only • 4583

Drivro Fo.if.x Cround P<'ffilolnmtl Sea·
sonal Tearns need{'( I. .9-4·S 1.10 m1lc
"Onsite Dr<.Count furl S1.25 Gallon·
COL-A + 1 yr. IT r.l<llt'rimn: required. I ·
U6b-8.32-6'11!J runwr. To!1c•n®frdex.com

Clas~A

Drivers needed. Louisville, Ky
drt'a , •t01.al deliverit"S •vard Inc key
"Regional runs 'Team Run~. htellcnt
p,ly, BIC BrS Insurance. 12 yr ren•nt exp
requlrl'<H. www.ilbdrlvers.com 1!(,6.

TRAVEL

..!51-01!4:1

"Chrtlls All." It you ha"' Christ. yoo have
l'IIU)1hing. Without jesus Chri51, you have
ah!ol•lutd}' n<llhinB- Rt.\r<l a liii>-<.hangrng
hool<. ;ll:\\'\\w.C.hnl>l-lorAll.rri
Cherry Blr>5som, GlwgetllWII, vottod #1
publrc .1cces;. g<.li course of 2004-2005

Kt·nturky to complete various residen·
in~ur<~nc:e and real estate property
~urvey\, To apply: www.afsweb.corn

GoYCtnrnent Guaranteed lo.ms. A new
Home for Aprill Reiinance to payoff
those leftover Christmas bills! Ca5h out
10 Sl'nd that grad to collegel1-80Q..71().
1695 (lexington), www.\;ygovemmcnt·
loans.com FOL.

Ads may be submitted in
Wilson Hall room 111 or
mailed to Classifieds, do The
Murray State News, 2609
University Station, Murray,
KY 42071
Classifieds must be paid in
advance.
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Clowns entertain the crowd with comical acts.
Fireworks go off as Ringling Brothers Circus Hostess Ulliana Escobar raises her arms.

I

I

Acrobats, elephants and
clowns engaged children
of all ages at the Ringling
Bros. Circus Tuesday.

After balancing on one
plank, this performer
added clown cups and
another plank while continuing his balancing act.
The act concluded with
him adding hula hoops.
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